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Educational Background

 Born and Raised in Bonita

 Attended Allen Elementary School

 Attended Bonita Vista Middle and High School Class of 2001

 Attended Southwestern College for Undergraduate Degree

 Attended San Diego State University for Bachelors Degree 

Class of 2007

 Received Doctorate of Pharmacy Degree University of Wyoming 

Class of 2011
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Career Background

 Became a Registered Pharmacist in 2011 after passing pharmacy boards and 

state boards (CA license #66687)

 First job as a pharmacist was for Rite Aid Corp. 

 Actually worked across from Bonita Vista High (Ironic?)

 Also worked for San Ysidro Health Center

 Worked part-time and served lower income community, different perspective on 

healthcare

 English, Arabic, and Spanish

 2013 was hired by OptumRx Mail Order Pharmacy

 Owned by UHC, one of the biggest pharmacies in the world

 2015 while working at OptumRx REOPENED BONITA PHARMACY

 2016 Sold Bonita Pharmacy, continued to work for Optum Rx
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Bonita Pharmacy Info
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Medical Marijuana Discussion

 Schedule 1 under Federal Law

 No clinical use

 Marinol- Schedule 3 (Very Expensive)

 The views surrounding Medical Marijuana are changing. Why?

 Medical Benefits

 Less side effects

 Cost Effective

 Less addicting

 Becoming more acceptable

 SLIGHTLY more available than before and easier to attain
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ALCOHOL
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How do patients get Medical Marijuana 
now?

 How do patients get prescription drugs?

 Doctor office visit, doctor prescription, pharmacy fills it

 What is the pharmacists role in this?

 How do patients get medical marijuana?

 Doctor recommendation, medical marijuana card, than get it 

however you can…grow it, dispensary, black market

 What is the pharmacists role in this in CALIFORNIA?

 None---why?
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What is the current role of pharmacists 
in dispensing Medical Marijuana?
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Who should be able to own a dispensary 
in City of Chula Vista?

 ANYONE AS LONG AS THERE IS A PHARMACIST PRESENT

 RESIDENT OF THE CITY OF CHULA VISTA 
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What am I Proposing for the City of 
Chula Vista?

 Above all, anyone applying for a legal medical 

marijuana permit should currently be and has been a 

resident of the City of Chula Vista for at least the past 

3 years.

 Someone who lives, owns, and operates a dispensary 

is more likely to spend their income within city limits.

 A lot of big companies and groups are opening 

dispensaries in other cities allowing money to flow out 

of the city.
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What am I Proposing for the City of 
Chula Vista?

 In order for a dispensary in Chula Vista to be open a pharmacist 

should be on staff and present at all times.

 This will legitimize the use of marijuana as a drug to treat sick 

individuals.

 Pharmacists have more training about drugs and their interactions 

than any other healthcare professional.

 The future of marijuana dispensing will be regulated federally and 

at that point marijuana will be dispensed in Pharmacies not 

Dispensaries by licensed Pharmacists. 

 All this takes is for the federal govt to reschedule it to a class 3 drug or 

lower.
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What am I Proposing for the City of 
Chula Vista?
 By accepting my proposal this would put the City of Chula Vista 

on the MAP as the first city in the state of California to have 

licensed Pharmacists dispense Marijuana.

 Furthermore, the public would be more accepting of a licensed 

professional dispensing marijuana than any other individual with 

a lesser education.

 Pharmacists have more access to educational tools to help 

guide the general public and pharmacists are the direct link to 

doctors to provide coordination of therapy for patients.
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THE END

 My ultimate goal as a pharmacist and licensed healthcare 

professional is that patients will be able to go one place 

preferably a pharmacy to obtain all their medications including 

marijuana so that there needs are met.

 In the end, the patient is the most important factor in the 

equation and their care is the only thing that matters.


